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CLOTHING / HOME ITEMS / ECO MARKETS

1- Mercatino usato
Via dei Filosofi 76n, Perugia
Second-hand shop, where people can buy and sell clothes and other various objects

Mercatino usato
Via dei Platani 18/20, Bastia Umbra
Second-hand shop, where people can buy and sell clothes and other various objects

3- Mercatino dell'usato • Venderlo
Via Michelangelo Iorio 3, Perugia
Second-hand shop, where people can buy and sell clothes and other various objects

4- Canapone - hemp products shop
Via Giovanni Battista Pergolesi 40, Perugia
Hemp shop, where to find clothes and various objects all made from hemp

5- Monimbò
Via Luigi Bonazzi, 41/A, Perugia
Fair trade shop, managed by a cooperative that focuses on human rights and fair trading

6- Ponte solidale
Via S. Bartolomeo 44, Ponte San Giovanni
Fair trade cooperative that cooperates with ngo and other entities to promote social rights and
good environmental practices

Consapevolmente
Via del Gonfalone 9, Foligno
Eco-friendly shop for cosmetics and plastic free products

8- AIAB negozio
Via Aldo Moro 40/44, Corciano San Mariano
It's the association that connects local farmer and people interested in buying local product. They
also run a shop

9- Natura Sì
Via della Pallotta 45, Perugia
NaturaSì is engaged in the wholesale and retail trade and distribution of organic, biodynamic and
natural products through a circular model

1 Edicola 518
Via Sant'Ercolano 42/A, Perugia
Edicola 518 is an independent book shop that produces and sell books outside of the book
industry dynamics. Often Edicola 518 organises events to address "hot topics" such as climate
change, inviting local writers and experts

1 Il posticino bio
Via Dalmazio Birago 7, Perugia
It's a shop that sells cosmetics and beauty products with a particular attention to organic
ingredients and low impact packaging

1 Nuvole di zucchero
Via Alessi 21, Perugia
It's a shop that produces clothes and toys for children in a sustainable way, using hemp and other
low impact materials

1 Terra Fuori Mercato
Parcheggio Parco Bellini, Perugia
It's an organisation of very small and local producers, promoting local consumptions against the
big companies

1 La Sagittaria
Via Cesare Massari 16, Perugia
La Sagittaria is a Fashion and environmetal sustainable shop that produces bio jewellery and
accessories made from natural or recycled materials

SUSTAINABLE ACTIVITIES

Umbria Green Festival
Marsciano
Environmental organisation that organise the largest green festival of the region every year

Legambiente Umbria
Via della Viola 1, Perugia
Legambiente is the oldest and bigger environmental organisation in Italy, this is the brench for the
Umbria region

1 Perugia solidale
Via della Viola 1, Perugia
The organisation was born during Covid time, to support people who lost their job and have special
needs. Nowdays they support and promote equal and good practices in the urban area of Perugia

Greenpeace Perugia
Via della Viola 1, Perugia
It's the branch of the Greenpeace organisation that organises events to promote green practices

Orto Sole
Via delle Prome 17, Perugia
Urban garden that promotes cooperation and volunteering about agriculture and sustainability

Microcosmo - organic farm
Località Vallupina, Valle Lupina
Microcosmo is a certified organic farm with an area of about 1 hectare that produces vegetables of
about 60 species. The company makes its workplaces available to host research projects on organic
and social agriculture and the protection of agrobiodiversity; to realise training courses and work start-
up services as well as alternating school-work periods for students with disabilities

1 Repair Café Perugia
Viale Pompeo Pellini 5, Perugia
Rapair café is a coffee shop where people can bring broken electronics and other things that can get
repaired for a spontaneous contribution

Riciclamiche
Via della Scuola, Perugia
Group of volunteers who repaires upcycles old forniture to provide free furniture for people in need

Pianta Crossing Perugia
Piazza IV Novembre, Perugia
Group of volunteers who takes care of urban gardens and organises free activities related to planting,
home gardening and sharing knowledge

Fridays For Future Perugia
Piazza IV Novembre, Perugia
It's the branch of the Fridays for Futures organisation that organises events to promote green practices

Agriturismo Poggiolo
Località Villa Poggiolo, Perugia
Il Poggiolo is an agriturismo that renovated a very old mansion and takes care of keeping traditions
while promoting green practices

Podere vallescura offthegrid
Str. Casa Frontile Tegolaro 2, Perugia
Podere Vallescura is a farm and an off-grid hostel that particular cares of the surroundings. They are
selfsufficient regarding energy supplies and promote green practices

Fiab Perugia Pedala
Corso Cavour 165, Perugia
FIAB is an organisation that promotes green traveling with bike, organising events for children/
teenagers for raising awareness about the impact of CO2 on the environment

Coordinamento Rifiuti Zero Umbria
Viale Pompeo Pellini, Perugia
An informal group of volunteers who organises awareness campaing to reduce waste around Perugia

Zero Sprechi Perugia
Via Campo di Marte, 9 Perugia
Zero Waste wants to spread a culture of sustainable consumption and recovering food
surpluses

Extinction Rebellion Perugia
Piazza Braccio Fortebraccio Perugia
It's the branch of the Extintion Rebellion organisation that organises events to raise
awareness on climate change

Plastic Free Umbria
Via Fontivegge, 55 Perugia
It's the branch of the Plastic Free organisation that organises events like cleanups and
awareness campaigns

WWF Umbria
Via XX Settembre, 134 Perugia
It's the branch of the worldwide famous organisation that organises events in promotion
of the biodiversity and the animals

Altrascuola Rete degli Studenti Med
Via dei Priori, 50 Perugia
Altrascuola is a network of students that promotes equality and opportunities for everyone.
They organise events on topics such as climate change, human rights and social equality

UdU Perugia
Via Alessi 1 Perugia
Udu Perugia is an organisation of students who aims to social and climate justice by
organising events around the city

RESTAURANTS/CAFES
Torre Morgana

Loc. Preggio, 297 Umbertide
The Torre Morgana farm is a vegan agriturismo that promotes low impact food and
respect of the environment

Torre Colombaia
Frazione San Biagio della Valle Marsciano
The Torre Colombaia organic is a farm in the nature. It's a place that hostes courses,
workshop and activities, expecially the ones promoting green living

Gastronomia Filosofi
Via dei Filosofi, 39/A Perugia
Shop of high-quality product coming from local small producers

Sud Osteria Popolare
Via Dalmazio Birago, 10 Perugia
Small town "osteria", a short walk from the historic centre of perugia. Dedicated to food,
wine and books

Isola almaverde bio
Via della Valtiera, 181 Perugia
Isola verde is an organic and plastic free shop that promotes waste reduction

Numero Zero
Via Benedetto Bonfigli, 4/6 Perugia
Numero Zero in a resturant managed by an ngo that promotes the inclusion of people with
disabilities and that promotes green practices to reduce the impact of food on the environment

Green places in Perugia
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